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The King of Samadhis Samadhi
Zanmai ō zanmai
㦐↓࡛ࡊ࡙┏⏲ࢅ㉰㉲ࡊ࡙ࠉశ♵ࡡᒁ࡞ኬᑕ㈏⏍ࡾࡢࠉ⤎㊖㊆ᆓࡽࠊአ㐠㨩㯴ࡡ㡤[ᐺ+㡣]ࢅ㋙⩳
ࡊ࡙ࠉశ♵ࡡᇸዚ࡞⟘୯ெࡾࡆ࡛ࡢࠉ⤎㊖㊆ᆓࡽࠊశ♵ࡡᴗᴗࢅ㉰㉲ࡌࡾࡢࠉࡒࡓࡆࡡୌἪࡽࠊ
ࡆࡡࡹࢄ࡞శ♵ࡆࡿࢅ࠷࡛ࡲ࡙ࠉࡈࡼ࡞㣶ຸ࠵ࡼࡍࠊ

Abruptly transcending all realms, to be greatly honored within the quarters of the buddhas and
ancestors—this is sitting with legs crossed. Trampling the heads of the followers of alien ways
and the legions of Māra, to be the one here within the halls of the buddhas and ancestors—this is
sitting with legs crossed. Transcending the extreme of the extremes of the buddhas and ancestors
is just this one dharma. Therefore, the buddhas and ancestors engage in it, without any further
task.1
ࡱࡈ࡞ࡊࡾࡊࠉᆓࡡ┏⏲࡛㣶ࡡ┏⏲࡛ࠉࡢࡾ࠾࡞ࡆ࡛ࡽࠊࡆࡡ㐠⌦ࢅ࠵ࡀࡼࡴ࡙ࠉశ♵ࡡⓈᚨಞ⾔
ⳮᥞᾎᵆࢅ㎤⫧ࡌࡾࡽࠊḿ␔ᆓࡢࠉ┏⏲ࠉࡐࡿ㇊ࡾ࠾ࠉᶋࡾ࠾ࠉ࡛ཥ✪ࡌࡊࠊḿ␔ᆓࠉࡐ
ࡡᆓࠉࡐࡿ࠷࠾ࢆࠊ⩳➵ᩧࡾ࠾ࠉὩ鱍鱍ᆀࡾ࠾ࠉᛦ㔖࠾ࠉᛦ㔖࠾ࠉష࠾ࠉ↋ష࠾ࠊᆓ࡞ᆓࡌࡷࠉ
㌗ᚨ࡞ࡌࡷࠉᆓ㌗ᚨ➴ࢅ⬲ⴘࡊ࡙ᆓࡌࡷࠊ㯗ࡡ༐❻ⴑ❻ࡡཥ✪࠵ࡾࡀࡽࠊ㌗ࡡ⤎㊖㊆ᆓࡌ
ࡊࠉᚨࡡ⤎㊖㊆ᆓࡌࡊࠉ㌗ᚨ⬲ⴘࡡ⤎㊖㊆ᆓࡌࡊࠊ

We should realize that there is a vast difference between all realms of sitting and all other
realms. Clarifying this principle, we confirm the aspiration, the practice, the bodhi, and the
nirvāṇa of the buddhas and ancestors. We should investigate: at the very moment we are sitting,
are all realms vertical? Are they horizontal? At the very moment we are sitting, what about that
sitting? Is it a flip? Is it “brisk and lively”? Is it thinking? Is it not thinking? Is it making? Is it
without making? Are we sitting within sitting? Are we sitting within body and mind? Are we
sitting having sloughed off “within sitting,” “within body and mind,” and so on? We should
investigate one thousand points, ten thousand points, such as these. “We should do the sitting
with legs crossed of the body; we should do the sitting with legs crossed of the mind; we should
do the sitting with legs crossed of the body and mind sloughed off.”2
ᖅཿశனࠉཥ⚦⩽ࠉ㌗ᚨ⬲ⴘஒࠉ♪⟮ᡬᆓጙᚋࠊさ⇞㤮⚨ᣇᛍశಞᠪ┫⤺ࠊ

My former master, the old buddha, said,
“Studying Zen is body and mind sloughed off. You get it only by just sitting; you don’t
need to burn incense, make prostrations, recollect the buddha, practice repentence, or look at
scripture.”3
࠵ࡀࡼ࠾࡞శ♵ࡡ╉╚ࢅᢌฝࡊࡀࡒࡽࠉశ♵ࡡ╉╚࡞ᡬᆓࡌࡾࡆ࡛ࠉᄿⓊᖳࡻࡽࡆࡡ࠾ࡒࡢࠉࡒࡓ
ᖅࡥ࡛ࡽࡽࠉ㟀ᅢ࡞㰲⫢ࡌࡂࡊࠊᡬᆓࡡశἪࡾࡆ࡛ࠉశἪࡢᡬᆓࡾࡆ࡛ࢅ࠵ࡀࡼࡴࡒࡾࡱ
ࡿࡽࠊࡒ࡛ࡥᡬᆓࢅశἪ࡛㧋よࡌ࡛࠷ࡨ࡛ࡵࠉᡬᆓࢅᡬᆓ࡛ࡊࡿࡾ࠷ࡱࡓ࠵ࡼࡍࠊ࠷ࡢࢆࡷశἪࢅశ
Ἢ࡛ಕ௴ࡌࡾ࠵ࡼࢆࡷࠊ

For the last four or five hundred years, clearly my former master is the only one who has
plucked out the eye of the buddhas and ancestors, who sits within the eye of the buddhas and
ancestors. There are few of equal stature in the land of Cīnasthāna. It is rare to have clarified
that sitting is the buddha dharma, that the buddha dharma is sitting. Even if [some] realize
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sitting as the buddha dharma, they have not understood sitting as sitting — let alone maintained
the buddha dharma as the buddha dharma.4
ࡊ࠾࠵ࡿࡌࡢࡔࠉᚨࡡᡬᆓ࠵ࡽࠉ㌗ࡡᡬᆓ࡛࠽ࡋ࠾ࡼࡍࠊ㌗ࡡᡬᆓ࠵ࡽࠉᚨࡡᡬᆓ࡛࠽ࡋ࠾ࡼ
ࡍࠊ㌗ᚨ⬲ⴘࡡᡬᆓ࠵ࡽࠉ㌗ᚨ⬲ⴘࡡᡬᆓ࡛࠽ࡋ࠾ࡼࡍࠊᚋ㯗ࡼࢆࠉశ♵ࡡ⾔よ┞᠍ࡽࠊࡆ
ࡡᛍまࢅಕ௴ࡌࡊࠊࡆࡡᚨណㆉࢅཥ✪ࡌࡊࠊ

This being the case, there is the sitting of the mind, which is not the same as the sitting of the
body. There is the sitting of the body, which is not the same as the sitting of the mind. There is
the sitting of the body and mind sloughed off, which is not the same as the sitting of the body
and mind sloughed off. To be like this is the accordance of practice and understanding of the
buddhas and ancestors. We should maintain this thought, idea, and perception; we should
investigate this mind, mentation, and consciousness.5
㔒㏋∱ᑷశࠉ࿈ኬ⾏ゕࠉⱕ⤎㊖㊆ᆓࠉ㌗ᚨㅿᫍࠉጸᚠ⾏ᩏࠉዯ↯ୠ⏲ࠊ㝎╟ᠧしᚨࠉ㌗㍗᠌ࠉ
ぺ㍗౼ࠉᏭᆓዯ㱗⽉ࠊぜ␋㊖㊆ᆓࠉ㨩⋜㦣ᛟࠉరἛㅿ㐠ெࠉᏭᆓലິࠊ

The Buddha Śākyamuni addressed the great assembly, saying,
When sitting with legs crossed,
Body and mind realizing samādhi,
One’s majesty, the multitudes respect,
Like the sun illumining the world.
Removed, the lethargy clouding the mind,
The body light, without pain or fatigue;
The awareness similarly light and easy,
One sits calmly, like the dragon coiled.
King Māra is startled and fearful
On seeing depicted [one] sitting with legs crossed,
How much more [on seeing] one who realizes the way,
Sitting calmly without stirring.”6
ࡊ࠾࠵ࡿࡣࠉ㊖㊆ᆓࢅ␋ᅪࡎࡾࢅぜ⪲ࡌࡾࢅࠉ㨩⋜࠽ࢀࡀࠉ࠹ࡿ࠽ࡐࡾࡾࡽࠊ࠷ࡢࢆࡷ┶⟘
࡞㊖㊆ᆓࡎࢆࠉࡐࡡຉᚠࠉࡢ࠾ࡽࡗࡂࡌ࠾ࡼࡍࠊࡊ࠾࠵ࡿࡣࡌࡢࡔࠉࡻࡡࡗࡠ࡞ᡬᆓࡌࡾ⚗ᚠ↋㔖
ࡽࠊ

Thus, King Māra is startled and frightened to perceive the depiction of [someone] sitting with
legs crossed — how much more [someone] actually sitting with legs crossed; the virtue cannot
be fully reckoned. This being the case, the merit of our ordinary sitting is measureless.7
㔒㏋∱ᑷశࠉ࿈ኬ⾏ゕࠉ௧ᨶࠉ⤎㊖㊆ᆓࠊᚗḗዯౖୠᑕࠉᩅㅎᘭᏄ᠍ዯᆓࠊᡀአ㐠㍦ࠉᡀᖏ⩱㊂ị
㐠ࠉᡀᖏ❟ị㐠ࠉᡀⲬ㊂ị㐠ࠉዯ≤≾ᚨࠉἈ㑟ᾇࠉᙟᏭ✔ࠊ௧ᨶࠉశᩅᘭᏄ⤎㊖㊆ᆓ├ᚨᆓࠊర
௧ᨶࠊ├㌗ᚨ᪾ḿᨶࠊය㌗├ᆓࠉ์ᚨᠧࠊ❻ᚨḿណࠉ⦽ᛍᅹ๑ࠊⱕᚨ㤽ᩋࠉⱕ㌗ലິࠉᨙ௦㑇ࠊḟ
ㅿᫍࠉḟථᫍࠉ⛸⛸㤽ᛍࠉ⛸⛸ᩋடࠉⓑᜫᨙࠊዯṀಞ⩞ࠉㅿථᫍ⋜ᫍࠊ

The Buddha Śākyamuni addressed the great assembly saying,
Therefore, [the Buddha] sits with legs crossed. Further, the Thus Come One, the
World Honored One, instructs his disciples that they should sit like this. Factions of the
outsiders seek the way while always keeping [one] leg raised, or seek the way while
always standing, or seek the way with their legs on their shoulders. Thus, their minds are
crazed, sinking in the sea of falsity, and their bodies are ill at ease. Therefore, the
Buddha instructs his disciples to sit with legs crossed, to sit with mind upright. Why?
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Because, when the body is upright, the mind is easily corrected. When one’s body is
sitting upright, the mind will not slacken. With straightforward mind and correct
attention, one fastens thought in front of one. If the mind wanders, if the body leans, one
controls them and brings them back. Wishing to realize samādhi, wishing to enter
samādhi, one collects the multiple wandering thoughts, the multiple distractions.
Training in this way, he realizes and enters the king of samādhis samādhi.8
࠵ࡀࡼ࠾࡞ࡊࡽࠉ⤎㊖㊆ᆓࠉࡆࡿᫍ⋜ᫍࡽࠉࡆࡿㅿථࡽࠊୌวࡡᫍࡢࠉࡆࡡ⋜ᫍࡡ╅ᒌ
ࡽࠊ⤎㊖㊆ᆓࡢࠉ├㌗ࡽࠉ├ᚨࡽࠉ├㌗ᚨࡽࠉ├శ♵ࡽࠉ├ಞㅿࡽࠊ├㡤[ᐺ+㡣]ࡽࠉ├
⬞ࡽࠊ

Clearly we know that sitting with legs crossed is the king of samādhis samādhi, is realization
and entrance. All the samādhis are the attendants of this king samādhi. Sitting with legs crossed
is upright body, is upright mind, is upright body and mind, is upright buddha and ancestor, is
upright practice and realization, is upright head, is upright vital artery.9
࠷ࡱெ㛣ࡡ⓮⫏㦭㧂ࢅ⤎㊖ࡊ࡙ࠉᫍ୯⋜ᫍࢅ⤎㊖ࡌࡾࡽࠊୠᑕࡗࡠ࡞⤎㊖ᆓࢅಕ௴ࡊࡱࡊࡱࡌࠉ
ㅎᘭᏄ࡞ࡵ⤎㊖㊆ᆓࢅḿപࡊࡱࡊࡱࡌࠉெኮ࡞ࡵ⤎㊖㊆ᆓࢅࢅࡊࡱࡊࡱࡌࡽࠊశḿപࡡᚨ༰ࠉࡌ
ࡢࡔࡆࡿࡽࠊ

Now crossing the legs of the human skin, flesh, bones, and marrow, one crosses the legs of
the king of samādhis samādhi. The World Honored One always maintains sitting with legs
crossed; and to the disciples he correctly transmits sitting with legs crossed; and to the humans
and gods he teaches sitting with legs crossed. The mind seal correctly transmitted by the seven
buddhas is this.10
㔒㏋∱ᑷశࠉⳮᥞᶖୖ࡞㊖㊆ᆓࡊࡱࡊࡱࡊ࡙ࠉ༎ᑚຒࢅ⤺Ṍࡊࠉඵ༎ຒࢅ⤺Ṍࡊࠉ↋㔖ຒࢅ⤺Ṍࡊࡱ
ࡊࡱࡌࠊ࠵ࡾࡥࡢ⤎㊖㊆ᆓࠉ㛣ࡡ㊖ᆓࠉࡆࡿ㎀ዼἪ㍧ࡽࠉࡆࡿୌࡡశࡽࠊࡈࡼ࡞⧻
ࡎࡍࠉࡆࡿࡌࡢࡔ㯜༶ᮊ㍂ࡽࠉ࡛ࡄࡡࠉ࡛ࡄࢅࡲࡾࠉࡆࡡ⟿ࡽࠊࡆࡿࠉ⾏⏍ᠺశࡡḿ␔
㯗ࡽࠊ

The Buddha Śākyamuni, sitting with legs crossed under the bodhi tree, passed fifty small
kalpas, passed sixty kalpas, passed countless kalpas. Sitting with legs crossed for twenty-one
days, sitting cross-legged for one time — this is turning the wheel of the wondrous dharma; this
is the buddha’s proselytizing of a lifetime. There is nothing lacking. This is the yellow roll and
vermillion roller. The buddha seeing the buddha is this time. This is precisely the time when
beings attain buddhahood.11
ิ♵ⳮᥞ㐡☳ᑕ⩽ࠉこౖࡡࡢࡋࡴࡻࡽࠉᔗᕅᑛᐄᓙᑛᯐᑈ࡞ࡊ࡙㟻ባ㊖㊆ᆓ⚦ࡡ࠵ࡥࡓࠉஐⓉࢅ⤺Ṍࡎ
ࡽࠊࡐࡿࡻࡽ㡤[ᐺ+㡣]╉╚ࠉ࠷ࡱ࡞㟀ᅢ࡞㐚⏲ࡎࡽࠊิ♵ࡡ⬞ࠉࡒࡓ⤎㊖㊆ᆓࡡࡲࡽࠊิ♵こౖ
ࡻࡽࡈࡀࡢࠉ᮶ᅰࡡ⾏⏍࠷ࡱࡓ࠾ࡗ࡙⤎㊖㊆ᆓࢅࡊࡼࡉࡽࡀࠉ♵ᖅこౖࡻࡽࡡࡔࡆࡿࢅࡊࡿࡽࠊࡊ࠾࠵
ࡿࡣࡌࡢࡔࠉୌ⏍ⴑ⏍ࠉᢍᑹ㢄ࠉ㞫ཽᯐࠉእ♪⟮㊖㊆ᆓࡊ࡙ࠉ㣶ຸ࠵ࡼࡉࡾࠉᫍ⋜ᫍࡽࠊ

Upon coming from the west, the First Ancestor, the worthy Bodhidharma, passed nine
autumns in seated meditation with legs crossed facing a wall at Shaolin monastery at Shaoshi
Peak. Thereafter, his head and eyes have filled the world of the land of Cīnasthāna till now. The
vital artery of the First Ancestor is just sitting with legs crossed. Prior to the First Ancestor’s
coming from the west, beings in the eastern lands had not known sitting with legs crossed; after
the ancestral master came from the west, they knew it. Therefore, for one life or ten thousand
lives, grasping the tail and taking the head, without leaving the “grove,” just sitting with legs
crossed day and night, without other business — this is the king of samādhis samādhi.12
ḿἪ╉⸕ᫍ⋜ᫍඵ༎ඵ
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Presented to the assembly fifteenth day, second month, second year of Kangen (kinoe-tatsu)
at Kippō hermitage, region of Etsu.13
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